
St Mary’s Newsletter — Term 1 2022-2022

Message from Natalie Edwards, 

Principal
Dear Parents and Carers,

Welcome to our first Newsletter for this academic year.

It has been a very busy term and the pupils have had a wonderful 
start to the year. We have welcomed some new pupils and staff to 
the St Mary’s community who have settled in and been made to feel 
welcome by everyone.  

Over the summer break, the school had a lot of work undertaken to 
enhance the learning environments for our pupils. Our Summer 
provision was a huge success and pupils enjoyed a range of exciting 
activities; during the last day they ended with a movie and ice cream!  
We will be offering this provision again during the Easter break.

During this term we have seen the introduction of new termly awards 
adding to our Stars and Principal’s Worker of the Week. The new 
awards will form part of our end of term celebration assembly 
enabling us to celebrate the success of our amazing pupils even 
further! 

Some pupils had an opportunity to represent St Mary’s in a Football 
Training day at Brighton and Hove Albion Training ground. The pupils' 
behaviour during this day was exemplary and they thoroughly 
enjoyed the experience. 

Some of our Key Stage 2 pupils participated in a trip to The Bright 
Foundation Barn Theatre and Museum . The day consisted of a 
puppet show, a museum tour and the pupils participating in creative 
workshops. The Bright Foundation is an education charity founded by 
Academy Award Winning costume designer, John Bright (please visit 
https://thebrightfoundation.org.uk for more information). 

This term saw the launch of Curriculum Information Evenings, 
parents/carers were invited into school in person or given the 
opportunity to attend these remotely. We hope you found these 
events valuable giving you an insight into the curriculum your 
children follow in school. 

Following the success last year we are really pleased to be offering a 
Residential Trip again this year for our Key Stage 3 pupils.  This will be 
at Hindleap Warren Education Centre and offers the children a 
fantastic opportunity to participate in a variety of adventure 
activities.

Looking ahead to next term, it’s packed with a variety of events, 
these include;  Children In Need, Remembrance Day, Anti Bullying 
week starting with Odd Socks Monday,  Christmas Jumper Day and 
the term ending with our Christmas dinner! We are holding the 
annual St Mary’s Christmas raffle and would welcome any prize 
donations; tickets will be on sale after half term.

I would like to take the opportunity to wish you and your family a 
very happy half term and I look forward to welcoming pupils back to 
school on Monday 31st October (residential on Sunday 30th 
October).

Principal’s 

Worker of the Week

I have enjoyed sharing a
lunch of their choice with
each of the Principal’s
Workers of the Week.
Lunches have included:
Steak and Chips, Burger
and Chips, Pasta and
Macaroni cheese!

Week 1 — Finlay:
Finlay has had a great first 
week back. He is smiling 
every morning, being kind 
to his peers and new 
staff. He has been helpful, 
courteous and really tried 
his best in lessons.

Week 2 — : Abigail
Abigail's behaviour has 
been excellent since the 
start of term. Abigail is 
putting in excellent effort 
in all her lessons and has a 
wonderful positive 
attitude to learning. Well 
done Abigail!

Week 3 — Magnus
For always being a good 
role model at St Mary’s. 
He has worked hard to 
improve his 
communications and is 
now talking in full 
sentences to staff and his 
friends. He has a 
wonderful sense of 
humour and we are really 
proud Magnus is part of 
our school community. 
Well done Magnus, we are 
really proud of you!

Week 4 — Thomas:
For having a fantastic 
positive attitude towards 
all his work, staying in 
class and being a good role 
model to younger pupils.

Week 5 — Alisha:
For being an all round 
super star!
Helpful, polite, 
hardworking, flexible, 
resilient and an absolute 
asset to our school.

Staffing

This term we have welcomed Mrs Wisbey
and Mrs Buckland to our teaching team,
along with Rachel Hollebon to our team of
Teaching Assistants.

Our residential team welcome Karen
Warriner to their night staff team, Mirka
Harvankova to their residential team and
Shelly Daultry has been appointed as Senior
Residential Care Worker.

We are saying goodbye to Dianne Seabrook
who is retiring after 19 years at St Mary’s
we wish her a happy, healthy retirement
and thank her for her wonderful
contribution to St Mary’s over the years.

Sian Durtnall also leaves us to go on
maternity leave, we wish her lots of luck.

Message from Richard Preece – CEO

I hope you enjoy reading about and looking 
at pictures of the impressive range of 
activities and experiences that have 
supported our pupils and students in their 
learning, independence and personal 
development this term. It really has been a 
busy term - it is hard to believe the clocks 
change just before we return to school and 
the winter period will be fully upon us!

St Mary's continues to grow, and our pupil 
numbers continue to rise. This term has 
been no exception. We are currently 
looking at how we might accommodate 
younger Key Stage 1 pupils in the future. 
This would be a welcome addition to our 
provision, as we know how hard some 
parents find it to identify a suitable school 
placement for their child. Pupils and 
students in our residential facility have also 
been enjoying their newly refurbished 
bathrooms and bedrooms, redecorating 
and re-carpeting this term - with more 
improvements to come this year.

Term 2 will no doubt be another busy one -
with the small matter of Christmas at the 
end! We have been pleased to receive a 
number of generous donations to our 
Christmas raffle so far - thank you to 
everyone who has helped or contributed!

Wishing everyone a happy and safe autumn 
half term.



Key Stage 2 — Miss Crisp

English: Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura - KS2C have explored a variety of different skills this term, all inspired by 'Stone Age 
Boy'. We have revisited basic skills such as sentence structure, as well as learning exciting techniques to improve our writing. Across 
the term, we have practiced using interesting synonyms, adverbs and body responses to portray fear. Another task we completed 
was writing stone age inspired instructions, complete with time connectives and imperative verbs to teach someone how to flint-
knap. Our final task before half term was to write our own 'dream' stories. 2C produced some very imaginative stories involving
princesses, robots and runaway trains.
PSHE: Self-Awareness – In PSHE this term we covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Knowing ourselves and recognise things we are good at.
• Kind and unkind behaviours and how this can make us feel.
• How to get on with others and how to play /work together.
• What people are special to us and how we care for each other
Maths : Addition and Subtraction - This term, we have revisited and built upon existing knowledge. The class have had the 
opportunity to use a range of manipulatives and visuals to deepen their understanding of addition, subtraction and place 
value. During one challenge, everyone was given a different number which they had to represent in as many different ways as 
possible. Representations included numicon, cubes, written words, drawings, dienes and counters. Everyone has shown 
confidence with basic operations which will set them up beautifully for the terms ahead.
Food: Different food groups - The first food tech lesson of the year involved identifying the different food groups, many of which 
the class had not heard of before and planning a dream 3 course meal to include a food from each group. As the weeks have 
progressed, we have made food following recipes from each food group including vegetable soup, dahl and roast potatoes. The 
array of recipes has also allowed the class to safely practise fundamental skills including peeling, chopping and blending.
RE: Caring for each other – In RE this term the class have had group discussions about how to care for one another and what it 
means to be a good friend. We have also explored the message from different religious stories and customs including 'The Good
Samaritan' and Raksha Bandhan.
PE: Fundamental skills - In PE lessons this term we have had the opportunity to explore and practise a new skill each lesson. Skills 
include, jumping, catching, dribbling and copying. We have particularly enjoyed refining our hockey skills and have demonstrated
controlled dribbling around different courses. The pupils have really enjoyed this terms lessons.
Science: Materials - Our focus this term was 'materials' and the whole class demonstrated fantastic engagement lesson after 
lesson. We began by identifying different materials and sorting them based on their properties. Experiments and enquiries this 
term included finding waterproof materials, exploring which substances dissolve in water, whether you can make reversible 
changes to paper and how to separate a mixture of paperclips, lentils, soil and water.
Art: Stone age inspired collages - The Stone Age has been a fantastic theme to weave into different lessons and art is no exception. 
We have tried many techniques including painting on stones, chalk drawing on the "cave ceiling" and making a collaborative piece
of cave art using our hands as stencils. However, we have not been limited to paint brushes as we have also painted using sticks, 
feathers and other natural tools and using soap to replicate flint-knapping.
Music: Music Food Fest - We have been singing loudly and clearly this year using songs from both charanga and BBC teach. Songs 
have included varying pitches and a mixture of long and short notes. We have also identified rhythm and beat using both drums
and our bodies.
ICT: Clicker - Clicker has a whole range of tools to aid writing and understanding which the class have been exploring this term. 
They have been introduced to multiple spelling aids, clicker sets and e-books. Although we have only scratched the surface, the 
class are now able to use clicker more independently in other lessons.
History: The Stone Age - KS2C have been true historians this term and have engaged fantastically in history lessons. This topic has 
introduced them to what prehistoric life must have been like. Our favourite lessons involved designing stone age costumes using 
leather; building a model of a stone age house using tissue paper, straws and masking tape; and "spear fishing" magnetic fish.



Key Stage 2 — Mr Morgan

English: Finding Nemo and other sea creature stories - This term we began in English by watching and discussing Finding 
Nemo. Pupils were able to match the characters to their traits and names as well as describe the characters and match their 
feelings at different parts of the story. We then looked at the under-water setting, writing and/or choosing descriptive words and 
labelling. We answered comprehension questions by using pictures and by using text/information given to us. Pupils also spent a 
lot of time on the first three units of their phonics. They are word building, word-matching, writing/making and writing/making full 
sentences by writing and/or using Clicker 8.
PSHE: Self-Awareness - This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Knowing ourselves and recognise things we are good at.
• Kind and unkind behaviours and how this can make us feel.
• How to get on with others and how to play /work together.
• What people are special to us and how we care for each other

Maths: Numbers to 10 & more or less - We began this term by counting up to 10 with some pupils going even higher. We 
practiced reading, writing, forming and ordering these numbers. We then counted many different types of objects and used this
knowledge to add and subtract. Pupils used number-lines, blocks, counters and Numicon as helpful aids in their Maths 
lessons. Pupils were then able to start to use vocabulary: more and less. Pupils used these to compare numbers and objects. They 
could use their previous resources (blocks, Numicon...) to help compare. Using this knowledge of more and less, pupils were then 
able to compare capacity by knowing if a bottle had less or more water in it and then using other key words such as full and empty.
Food: Seaside snacks - As we have been learning about the seaside pupils have been making seaside snacks. They made and tasted
a range of different foods and drinks including; smoothies, ice cream, fruit kebabs and fruit salads. Pupils would choose if they liked 
or disliked each ingredient. For example, pupils would taste all the ingredients before making the smoothie. They would then look 
at what they liked and disliked to help them make their own smoothie.
RE: Hinduism - Pupils have been learning about the religious belief of Hinduism. They watched and listened to stories about 
Ganesh. The celebrations of Hinduism were looked at and we completed lots of great art pieces that represented their beliefs and 
their celebrations, particularly the celebration of Diwali.
PE: Pupils have been learning how to balance and travel using different parts of their body. They have been focusing on listening to
commands such as stop and start and copying the actions of an adult. Activities included hitting with a racket and following and 
moving around cones.
Science: Living Things (Animals) - Pupils learnt that animals are living things and what the difference between a living and non-
living thing is. They learnt that all animals move and grow, as do all living things. Pupils were able to identify different animals and 
then began looking and learning about different animal types and their characteristics (birds-feathers, mammals-hair). This helped 
when we compared fish and mammals and looked at why dolphins and whales were not fish, but mammals. We labelled fish and 
discovered that they have gills to breathe under-water. We then looked at their habitat in more detail as well as matching other 
animals to their habitats.
Art: Collages- This term we created an underwater fish collage. Firstly, we learnt how to rip, tear and stick appropriately. We then 
chose appropriate colours for what we were making. We started by collaging the sea. Next, we found different materials to make
coral before we then made fish templates to collage using even more materials and colours.
Music: Charanga - We have used our bodies to find the pulse within a song. We have developed our listening skills by working 
together to perform through song, dance and signing. We have also developed our skills in appraising other songs.
ICT: Clicker 8- Pupils used the programme Clicker 8. This helped pupils learn to type, spell and form sentences. The sentence grid 
was used which gives pupils the words needed to form a full sentence – pupils had to choose the words in the correct order. Some 
pupils could type directly from dictation without the need of the sentence grid. Clicker 8 also had a predictive text and images to 
help pupils.
Geography: Seaside - Pupils began this topic by identifying their own seaside close by where they live. We discussed what pupils 
had seen there and what they can do there. We labelled different features of the seaside, including lighthouses and 
sandcastles. We found out that the seaside hasn't changed much over time but what we do there has. We also looked at the 
dangers of the seaside, especially the beach and how the seaside has been polluted, the pupils are keen to see what they can do to 
help.



Key Stage 2 — Mrs Wisbey

English: The Lion King This term we have used our Lion King topic to learn about the importance of relationships with friends and 
family, our roles within that relationship, and identifying emotions and feelings that are involved in those relationships. We have 
developed our skills in listening to others, alongside sharing our different opinions and perspectives.
We have been working on forming our letters correctly and the correct structure for writing a sentence, with correct punctuation.
After watching The Lion King movie, we have been able to sequence the story and write captions. We have also developed 
our descriptive language to write a character description.
PSHE: Self-Awareness - This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Knowing ourselves and recognise things we are good at.
• Kind and unkind behaviours and how this can make us feel.
• How to get on with others and how to play /work together.
• What people are special to us and how we care for each other

Maths : Addition, Subtraction and 2D Shapes. In Term 1 we have built on our knowledge of number to develop our understanding 
in addition and subtraction. We have used a range of resources to assist our learning including multilink cubes, ten frames, number 
lines, and bowling skittles!
Our knowledge of number bonds has been supported by the use of a part-whole model to partition our numbers. We have also 
explored our classroom environment to identify 2D shapes, and sorted everyday objects by their shape.
Food: The Lion King/ Africa This term we have looked at the seasonal foods available within the UK and discovered that some 
foods need a different climate to grow. We have developed our skills in peeling and chopping/cutting to prepare, taste, and 
describe fruits and savoury foods that are grown in Africa. We have used these experiences to design dishes based on our English
topic: The Lion King. We planned, designed and made 'Timon and Pumba's Critter Fruit Kebabs' and 'Lion Vegetable Soup', choosing
appropriate fruits and vegetables that would work well for these dishes.
RE: Creation We have spent this term looking at the book of Genesis, chapters 1-4, developing our knowledge of the creation story 
of the Bible. On learning about the story of creation, we have reflected on creation, and spent time making our own creations and 
exploring the feelings associated with it. We have been able to sequence the story with pictures and spent time reflecting upon 
how we like to rest.
PE: Fundamental skills This term we have been developing our skills in jumping, balancing, and throwing and catching. We have 
developed our skills in observing and listening to our teacher and copying their actions.
Science: Living Things Our focus this term was the Human body. We have identified the key body parts and explored the 
similarities and differences between people. We have developed our knowledge further by exploring our 5 senses and learning 
about the main organs of our bodies. We then looked in depth at the organs related to the digestive system and how they work 
together, and the function of blood within the circulatory system. In addition, we determined how we can keep our bodies healthy.
Art: African Sunsets We used our knowledge of mixing colours to use blending techniques to create an African sunset, we then 
added a silhouette image to our sunset. We have also spent time researching, designing, and making African masks, exploring 
different patterns and textures to get our desired results.
Music: Charanga – Hey you We have used our bodies to find the pulse within a song. We have developed our listening skills by 
working together to perform 'Hey You'. We have also developed our skills in appraising other songs.
ICT: Basic Computer Skills We have spent the term focusing on, and developing, our basic computing skills. We have practised our 
skills in logging in and out of our computer system, learned about and practised safe internet searching, copying and paste, and 
how to save a file. In addition, we have explored the keyboard and practised our typing.
Geography: Africa This term we have spent time exploring Africa. We have discovered where Africa is located in the world, have 
used google maps to locate different countries within Africa, and have compared life in Africa to life in the UK. We looked deeper 
into the differences in our access to water and investigated how we could clean water. We then spent some time learning about
the different animals that live in Africa, and why some have different patterns. We have also enjoyed learning about traditional
African music, and the differences found across the continent. We also enjoyed a Djembe drumming session!



Year 7

English – Skellig - This term the pupils started their new book, called Skellig. In this book the main character Michael has moved
into a crumbling, old house with an ancient garage that he cannot resist going into, he has encountered a mysterious creature
named Skellig. Slowly they have become to trust and care for each other and help each other through the most difficult phases of
their lives. Throughout this book the pupils have consolidated their understanding and use of; Composing sentences orally before
writing them down, Using ‘and’ to join words and clauses, Identifying and using questions marks, Ensure a consistency of letter size,
They have worked on good sentence structure, using capital letters in the correct places and full stops. They have worked on
using neat handwriting that sits on the line. We have worked on re-Reading their work to the class to help check it makes sense.
The class have discussed their own writing with others and to help suggest possible changes if needed.

PSHE: Self-Awareness - This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Recognising our qualities and skills.
• How to form positive relationships and understand different relationships we have with people.
• Kind/unkind behaviours and how this can impact us.
• What makes a good friend and how to resolve friendship problems.
Maths - This term the pupils have explored the topic ‘number properties and calculations’. This has included; Adding numbers using 
a number line or column method, They have worked on subtracting numbers using a number line or column method, Rounding 
numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000, We have then moved onto Multiplying numbers using arrays and times table facts, We 
have started to look at dividing using the bus stop method. We finished off the term using negative numbers in addition and 
subtractions.
Food - Pupils have learnt how to make a selection of Party foods. They have also practised how to work correctly and safely in the 
Food Prep room and how to present their work. They have evaluated what they have made each week and learnt about clearing 
away and washing up. They have also done taste testing and analysing flavours of tropical fruits, crisps and smoothies and 
recording their answers.
Careers - This term pupils began learning about Careers. Their focus of the term was Team work including; how to work with 
others in a positive way, how to work with others behaving appropriately, how to work with others by being on time and reliable
and how to work with others taking responsibility for completing their tasks. As a class they worked together to develop their soft 
employability skills which will also help support their interactions with others in and out of school.
PE—This term we have focused on practicing our games skills and our fitness. We developed our understanding that in order 
to be good sports people, we need to think about our overall fitness rather than just practicing skills within one particular game.
Science - This term pupils were introduced to learning within the science room as well as the topic of Interdependence 
and Movement. Pupils learnt about organisms in a food web (decomposers, producers and consumers) and about the impact of 
changes that happen with changes to one level of the food web. They also learnt about the different mechanical parts that allow 
the body to move bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments and how muscles work in pairs.
Art - Pupils have been studying a textiles unit with the theme of Transport. They have learnt about different types of transport 
and how to use a viewfinder to create symmetrical patterns. They have learnt about different sewing techniques to create a 
Textile tote bag.
Music - Pupils have studied the Unit of Abba songs. They have used different warm up games to understand Mamma Mia, 
Dancing Queen, The winner takes it all, Waterloo, Super Trooper and Thank you for the music. They have learnt how to play 
the glockenspiels along with the music and how to practice an end of term musical performance.
Humanities - This term pupils studied Geography; What is Weather and Climate? In this unit pupils learnt how weather changes 
daily and the impact this daily change has when comparing it to the climate of a region. The key knowledge covered was; To know
the difference between weather and climate, to know how we measure weather, to know why and how it rains, to know how 
wet weather and sunny weather happens, to know what the climate of the UK, to know how climate varies across the world.



Year 8

English – Wonder - This term the pupils started their new book, Wonder.  Throughout this term the pupils have worked hard to 
consolidate and expand their understanding and use of: commands, questions and statements. Co-ordinating sentences using and, 
or, but. Using subordinate conjunctives such as when, if because, as well as identifying and understanding nouns, adjectives, verbs 
and adverbs. The pupils in Year 8 have been very sensible when studying this book and have verbalised how they would feel if they 
were different, and people were horrible to them.  They have been thoughtful when writing diary entries or letters about how 
characters would feel and what needs to be done to ensure situations don’t happen again.  I am hoping the themes of tolerance
and kindness spill over into their everyday lives.

PSHE: Self-Awareness – This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Our differences and similarities.
• Our learning styles and understand how our learning styles can impact on our ability to learn.
• Healthy relationships and the different types of relationships we can have. 
• The impact of conflict both positive & negative.
Maths – Pupils have worked hard this term on 'number properties and calculations’. Pupils have worked on using cubes, 
numberlines, and the column method for adding and subtracting. We explored using arrays to multiply and divide, and some pupils 
were able to use the bus stop method for division. We finished the term by introducing negative numbers and where we might see 
them!
Food – Pupils have learnt how to make a selection of dishes appropriate for entertaining at home. They have learnt how to work 
correctly and safely in the Food Prep room and how to present and decorate the work to a good standard. They have evaluated
what they have made each week and learnt about clearing away and washing up. They have completed taste testing and analysing 
flavours of fruits, crisps and party food snacks.
Careers - This term pupils began learning about Careers. The focus of the term was Leadership. As a class they worked together to 
develop their soft employability skills which will also help support their interactions with others in and out of school. They focused 
on the following skills; To know how they are feeling about something, to know how to explain their feelings about something to 
their team, to know how to manage dividing up tasks between others in a fair way, to know how to consider how long different 
tasks should take and how to manage time well to be successful, to know how to consider which resources different team 
members would need to complete their jobs, to know how to reflect on how a good leader would support their team in different 
scenarios, to know how to reflect on their careers learning journey.
PE- This term we have focused on practicing our games skills and our fitness.  We developed our understanding that in order to be
good sports people, we need to think about our overall fitness rather than just practicing skills within one particular game.
Science - This term pupils were introduced to learning within the science room as well as the topic of Interdependence 
and Movement. Pupils learnt about organisms in a food web (decomposers, producers and consumers) and about the impact of 
changes that happen with changes to one level of the food web. They also learnt about the different mechanical parts that allow 
the body to move bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments and how muscles work in pairs.
Art - Pupils have studied a Colour and Tone Unit about Fruit Printing. They have learnt about different fruits, and have used 
observational skills observational skills to draw a fruit and apply Tone. Pupils have learnt about fruit patterns and artists who use 
fruit in their designs.  Pupils have created their own fruit prints. 
Music - Pupils have studied the Unit on a selection of Rock songs. They have used different warm up games to understand: Smoke 
On The Water by Deep Purple, Living On A Prayer by Bon Jovi, We will Rock you by Queen, Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry, 
Rocking all over the world by Status Quo and I Saw Her Standing There by The Beatles and what Rock music is like. They have learnt 
the lyrics and what the songs are about. They have learnt about the main sections of the songs and identified the instruments they 
have heard in the songs. They have also performed a Rock song to peers in an end of term performance.



Year 9

English - Skellig This term the pupils started a new book, called Skellig. In this book the main character Michael has moved into a 
crumbling, old house with an ancient garage that he cannot resist going into, he encountered a mysterious creature named Skellig. 
Slowly they become to trust and care for each other and help each other through the most difficult phases of their lives. 
Throughout this book the pupils have consolidated their understanding and use of: Starting to understand headings, subheading 
and paragraphs. Pupils have learnt to describe characters, settings and plots. They have used conjunctives; when, before, after, 
while, so, because and also they have Identified and used prepositions. They have consolidated their knowledge of word clauses, 
nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. The class have learnt when to use ‘a’ or ‘an’. In their writing they have used present and past 
tense correctly. They have finished off the term by evaluating others and their own writing using a check list.
PSHE: Self-Awareness – This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• Our differences and similarities, inclusion. 
• Our own skills for learning and the impact it may have.
• Healthy relationships and how to manage/challenge expectations.
• Key conflict resolution skills and how to move things forward
Maths - This term year 9 pupils have explored the topic ‘number properties and calculations’. This has included; adding numbers 
using a number line or column method  and subtracting numbers using a number line or column method. Pupils have been 
rounding numbers to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000. They have been multiplying numbers using arrays and times table facts and 
have worked on dividing using the bus stop method. The class finished off this term by using negative numbers in addition and 
subtraction. Pupils worked really hard this term.
Food- Pupils have learnt how to make a selection of dishes appropriate for entertaining at home and describing their content.
They have learnt how to make different foods and order them into sweet and savoury working really hard on presenting their work 
to a high standard. They have learnt how to decorate produce with additional ingredients and evaluate their work weekly. They 
have used their skills of working safely in the Food Prep room to work independently in their kitchens. Pupils have also learnt about 
taste testing and analysing flavours of soft cheeses, beans and pulses and apples.
Careers - This term pupils began learning about different Careers. Their focus of the term was Leadership. As a class 
they worked together to develop their soft employability skills which will also help support their interactions with others in and out 
of school. They focused on the following skills: To know how they are feeling about something, to know how to explain their 
feelings about something to their team, to know how to manage dividing up tasks between others in a fair way, to know how to 
consider how long different tasks should take and how to manage time well to be successful, to know how to consider which 
resources different team members would need to complete their jobs to know how to reflect on how a good leader would support 
their team in different scenarios. 
PE- Invasion games - This term pupils developed their skills within invasion games- They learnt five of the basic rules of tag rugby 
and how to throw a rugby ball in the correct direction . Pupils then focused on football, learning five of the basic rules of football 
including; how to travel forwards and backwards with a football and the correct body position when passing and receiving a pass. 
Pupils really enjoyed the topics covered this term and were really receptive to the learning, we will work more on these topics next 
term.
Science - In science this term the pupils have been studying the topic ‘You only have one life, look after it’. They have worked to 
understand the following objectives; what it means to be healthy, what the heart does and how it beats faster when we complete 
exercise, the effects of caffeine are on the heart rate and how it can be measured and the effects of alcohol on the body . Pupils 
particularly enjoyed dissecting a heart and were fascinated to look inside!
Art - Pupils have studied a Colour & tone Unit about Landscapes. They have learnt about different landscapes and how paintings 
are composed ie: horizons, foreground, background etc. They have learnt about perspective and how to add Tone to their work .
They have created their own landscape designs.
Music - Pupils have studied the Unit on a selection of Pop songs. They have used different warm up games to understand: Top of 
The World sung by The Carpenters, Don’t Worry Be Happy sung by Bobby McFerrin, Happy by Pharrell Williams, Walking On 
Sunshine sung by Katrina And The Waves, When You’re Smiling sung by Frank Sinatra, Love Will Save The Day sung by Brendan 
Reilly and what Pop music is like. They have learnt the lyrics and what the songs are about. They have learnt about the main 
sections of the songs and identified the instruments they have heard in the songs. They have also performed a Pop song to peers 
and added in dance/movement to an end of term performance.
Geography - This term pupils completed a Geography topic on how Does Ice Change the World? In the unit pupils explored how ice 
has changed the world. They looked at and explored the following, where ice is located in the world, how Ice affected the UK 
historically, how ice can create different landforms, the impact of ice can have on tourism and what dangers and challenges that ice 
presents to people. A very successful term.



Year 10

English: A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens  - This term the pupils started their GCSE work on A Christmas Carol. I have been 
delighted with the engagement from all the class with this book, the pupils are really starting to understand not only the text itself, 
but also the messages the author is trying to get across and how the context of the time affects the characters. They said they have 
enjoyed using the graphic novel version of this book, which has really given them the visuals they have needed to understand each 
of the main characters. Well done year 10’s I am extremely pleased with the work you have produced.

PSHE: Self-Awareness  - This term pupils have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• How to set goals using SMART.
• Our own skills for learning and the impact it may have on our learning .
• Healthy relationships and how to manage/challenge expectations.
• Key conflict resolution skills and the impact it may have move things forward
Maths - This term pupils began their GCSE curriculum by exploring Algebra. We learnt to simplify expressions, use the laws of 
indices, and substitute values into a formula. pupils also began to solve equations by finding the value of x. To do this, we use 
counters to represent the equation (as shown in the picture). Algebra is a tricky topic, but all pupils have shown fantastic resilience 
and maturity in their lessons. Some pupils continued to work on their fundamental Maths skills, including reading, writing and 
ordering numbers. We found number bonds to 10 and 20, using numicon for support. Finally, we have practiced adding and 
subtracting using cubes and a numberline.

PE- Health related fitness - This term we have focused on practicing our games skills and our fitness. We developed our 
understanding that in order to be good sports people, we need to think about our overall fitness rather than just practicing skills 
within one particular game.
Careers - Throughout the term we have been taking part in small group tasks and working on making a progression plan. We have 
researched different qualification types, different types of industry and what careers we could see ourselves exploring in the 
future.
Science - This term pupils have been studying three units; reproduction, control systems and fool your senses. Pupils worked really 
hard throughout the term with some fantastic use of scientific words throughout. Pupils in the class were able to develop their 
knowledge of the human reproductive system, understand the term homeostasis as well as take part in experiments which test our 
reactions and reflexes. Pupils particularly enjoyed dissecting a kidney and were fascinated to look inside!

BTEC Art
Pupils have studied a Unit about ‘Creating a 3D Art object’. They have learnt about different decades in time and how to 
plan for creating a time capsule themed final piece. They have used research, early ideas and development stages to design 
different 3D objects. They have learnt a series of techniques each week and how to create a sketchbook of ideas. They have learnt 
about the work of artists and designers and how to present their own work to peers.



Year 11

English: Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare - This term the pupils started studying the play, Romeo and Juliet. The class 
have blown me away with their enthusiasm for reading this play, they volunteer to take a different role each lesson which makes 
the play come alive for them. They have also been very vocal in expressing their opinions (in a very sensible way) of what they
think of the context of the play and how inappropriate some of the behaviour would be now, eg getting married at 13 years old.
PSHE: Self-Awareness - This term we have covered:
• Ground rules and why they are important to us.
• How to set goals using SMART
• Our own skills for learning and the impact it may have
• Healthy relationships and how we manage/challenge expectations
• Key conflict resolution skills and how to move things forward
Maths This term pupils have explored 'multiplicative reasoning' and 'constructions' topics. We have learnt to use inverse 
operations to check our answers. We calculated speed, distance and time and applied this to some real life situations. We then 
explored 3D shape properties, describing shapes using faces, edges and vertices. We looked at drawing plans and elevations of 3D
shapes, by making a shape from cubes and looking at it from different angles. Finally, we have recapped using a protractor to
measure and draw angles. This was a tricky topic as the protractors can be fiddley, but pupils have shown fantastic resilience and 
maturity towards their learning this term!
Some pupils have continued to focus on their fundamental maths skills. We have practiced adding and subtracting, using cubes,
numberlines and the column method. We have also begun to divide by sharing cubes into groups.
PE - Tennis This term pupils worked on improving their skills in net and wall games. Pupils learnt to use the correct grip and 
understand the ready position, they learnt how to accurately replicate a basic stroke and maintain a simple rally. We covered the 
rules of keeping a score and playing doubles they particularly enjoyed this. We then went onto replicate the basic technique for a 
forehand and how to outwit an opponent with the movement of the ball. Pupils now know the basic rules of tennis and have 
participated well in lessons throughput this topic.
Careers This term the class explored what it means to work as part of team. Pupils now understand the importance of working in a 
team in every day life. We completed tasks and activities in pairs and in small and larger groups and they were able to recognise the 
benefits of this.
Science - In science this term the pupils have been studying the topic ‘You only have one life, look after it’. They have worked to 
understand the following objectives; what it means to be healthy, what the heart does and how it beats faster when we complete 
exercise, the effects of caffeine are on the heart rate and how it can be measured and the effects of alcohol on the body . Pupils 
particularly enjoyed dissecting a heart and were fascinated to look inside!

Outdoor Learning Conker Competition

During the half term keep an eye out for large conkers. We will be having a conker competition in school of who can find the 
heaviest conker. Conkers will be weighed on the 31st October. Please stick a label with your child’s name and class on the conker.

Results will be announced in celebration assembly. 



Key Stage 5H

English - Ottoline at Sea - All pupils in KS5H have worked extremely hard in their English lessons this term and have been able to 
write their own stories. They should be very proud of themselves. Some have shown their ability to identify and match letters and 
symbols on the keyboards, some have tried to improve their writing by using finger spaces consistently and some are just trying to 
think and write quicker so they can produce more work in a lesson.
PSHE: Self-Awareness – This term we have covered:
• Ground Rules and why they are necessary
• How to set SMART goals for themselves.
• What lifelong skills are and how they shape us.
• Peer pressure and how that can affect us.
• The risks of being in a gang and the choices we make.
• Knife crime and why some people choose to carry a knife.
Maths – This term pupils have focused on 'using numbers and the number system'. We have explored reading, writing, ordering 
and comparing numbers. pupils have worked hard to improve their number formation. pupils represented 2 digit numbers in 
different ways. We have also practiced our adding, subtracting and multiplying, using cubes, numicon and numberlines for support. 
Some pupils have learnt to use the column method for adding and subtracting.

PE: Fundamental skills—This term pupils worked on their basic fundamental PE skills – Pupils now know how to use five basic 
jumps and how to balance using 4-6 different parts of my body, this activity was a challenge for some! Pupils learnt how to catch 
using above and below methods. And how to start, stop and balance for a period of time on command. The group really enjoyed
observing the teacher carefully and copy actions.

Careers - This term we have taken part in small group tasks and explored the term qualifications and industries. We explored what 
industries we would like to work in and what qualifications can support us in getting there. We have completed tasks to support 
our listening, speaking and concentration.

BTEC Vocational Studies

Pupils have studied a unit about ‘contributing to running an event’. They have used research skills to learn what an event is and 
how to develop this work into early ideas for an event plan. They have learnt how to collate findings and about Health and Safety 
factors and allocate roles as part of a team. They have learnt how to use a checklist and design an event plan through the 
development stage.

BTEC Hospitality

Pupils have studied the Unit about ‘Preparing and cooking food’. They have learnt how to make macaroni cheese, jam sponge, 
pasta salad and apple crumble. They have also learnt how to plan and create their own dishes, evaluating their work weekly. They 
have learnt how to prepare and cook food safely and hygienically.

BTEC Digital media
Pupils started their assignment topic this term of creating an interactive presentation. Throughout the term pupils were able to 
develop their skills with using software programmes. It has been lovely to see how confident pupils are in using a variety of
different skills as they prepare for next term where they will begin to make their presentation ready to present to others.



Key Stage 5W

English: All pupils in KS5W have continued to work hard. Those studying 'The strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde' have been 
kept on their seats by the tension and drama that builds up each chapter. The pupils have been very attentive and have used their 
skills to try and analyse what is happening to each character.
Some pupils will use the book 'Wonder' to continue their work on their Functional Skills and have worked hard on their 
sentence structure. They have revisited their computer skills to ensure they focus on their spellings in preparation for some 
Functional Skills exam practise next term. Well done KS5W I am very proud of you all!!
PSHE: Self-Awareness – This term we have covered:
• Ground Rules and why they are necessary
• How to set SMART goals for themselves.
• What lifelong skills are and how they shape us.
• Peer pressure and how that can affect us.
• The risks of being in a gang and the choices we make.
• Knife crime and why some people choose to carry a knife.
Maths - This term pupils have explored 'multiplicative reasoning' and 'constructions' topics. We have learnt to use 
inverse operations to check our answers. We calculated speed, distance and time and applied this to some real life situations. We 
then explored 3D shape properties, describing shapes using faces, edges and vertices. We looked at drawing plans and elevations of 
3D shapes, by making a shape from cubes and looking at it from different angles. Finally, we have recapped using a protractor 
to measure and draw angles. This was a tricky topic as the protractors can be fiddley, but pupils have shown fantastic resilience 
and maturity towards their learning this term!
Some pupils have continued to focus on their fundamental maths skills. We have practiced adding and subtracting, using cubes,
number lines and the column method. We have also begun to divide by sharing cubes into groups.
Careers - This term the class explored what it means to work as part of team. Pupils now understand the importance of working in 
a team in every day life. We completed tasks and activities in pairs and in small and larger groups and they were able to recognise 
the benefits of this.
PE - Invasion games - This term pupils developed their skills within invasion games- They learnt five of the basic rules of tag rugby 
and how to throw a rugby ball in the correct direction . Pupils then focused on football, learning five of the basic rules of football 
including; how to travel forwards and backwards with a football and the correct body position when passing and receiving a pass.
Pupils really enjoyed the topics covered this term and were really receptive to the learning.

Health
This winter we have already seen an increase in coughs and colds with an increase of COVID cases nationally.  We must continue 
our excellent hygiene practices not only here at school, but also at home and in the community. A healthy diet, plenty of sleep 
and exercise will help to keep us free from the usual winter bugs.

We will have the Immunisation Team in school for the Flu Vaccinations next term. 

Keep safe and have a lovely holiday.

Debbie Mentessi
School Nurse



North Lodge

We are very happy to welcome a new pupil to North Lodge. The other pupils have been 
helpful and very welcoming, showing him where everything is and offering encouragement to 
him to join in with activities.

A large group of the pupils on North Lodge joined a local youth club called Gateway; this runs 
every Monday evening. The pupils have really enjoyed having the opportunity to mix within 
the community and we are so pleased everyone has continued to attend weekly. The Disco 
has been the most popular event so far!

This term we have enjoyed two Birthday celebrations; as always the cakes baked and 
decorated by Jayne from the kitchen team have been a huge success.

Over the summer North Lodge had some extensive works; we now have additional bedrooms 
in place,  all bathrooms have been modernised and we have new carpet throughout the upper 
floor. We can't wait to see what we find when we return in October!

We wish you and your families a wonderful break and look forward to pupils returning on 
Sunday 30th October.

Celebration Assembly

This term saw the beginning of a new format to our end of term assembly. We have introduced some new special end of term 
awards and parents/carers of pupils receiving these awards are welcomed into school to be part of the assembly. During the 
assembly we had a wonderful vocal performance from a pupil and a class performance. The assembly was a magnificent way to 
end the term and we look forward to the next one!



BTEC Sport 

This term pupils have started working towards Unit SP6- ‘Training for fitness’. They have been building up an understanding 
of how to plan a training session, how to deliver a training session and how to communicate with and motivate others. As part of 
this unit the class have made 3 visits to Bexhill Leisure Centre (Freedom Leisure) to meet Jack Shonk the Manager. He kindly gave 
up his time to work with the group across 3 afternoons. We have been able to see a Fitness Instructor in action and a tour helped 
us learn about the gym environment. Pupils had the opportunity to try out pieces of equipment and take part in fitness 
sessions. He has also helped our understanding around what makes a good communicator when working with a client and how to 
stay safe. The pupils were focussed and well behaved throughout and we hope to visit Jack again later on in the course.

BTEC Land Based Studies

This term  in Land Based studies the pupils have started to work towards using hand tools with success and completing a routine 
with feeding and caring for animals. The pupils have chosen to make a see saw, and a itching post for the goats. The group have
explored and looked at a drill, screwdriver, a saw, a hacksaw, spirit level and tape measure and were able to complete simple tasks 
with these. The pupils are developing their knowledge of how to Clean and maintain all tools whilst using them.

BTEC Construction
Pupils started their assignment this term 
which was being able to produce a floor plan. 
Throughout the term pupils have been getting 
used to plans and looking at different angled 
plans. I was particularly impressed with how 
much detail pupils have pout into making 
plans on software which they then replicated 
within the classroom. Pupils have been 
preparing for term two where they will make 
a more detailed plan with scale.



Black History

Black History Month is observed every October in Britain. It is an opportunity to celebrate the outstanding contributions that Black
people have made to British society, whether that be today or historically.

Throughout the school we have been researching and learning about important people and moments throughout history. We have
celebrated the contributions of everyone to our society and supported the multiculturalism and diversity that helps shape our
communities. Even though we celebrate equality and diversity all through the year, it is exciting to focus in depth all October on
historical black authors, politicians, leaders and exceptional inventors from ethnic minorities.

St Mary's Gardening Club 

This year, St Mary’s has collaborated with two local Charities,  Treebourne and EcoEd2030, who have supplied us with enough 
equipment to forage for native tree seeds, then plant and nurture up to 120 saplings. When they are ready to be planted, we will
select some for our school grounds, Treebourne will then arrange for the remainder to be planted in local parks and residential 
streets, in an effort to regreen the area, where they will remain potentially for many hundreds of years.

Our aim is for our pupils (from KS2 through to College age) to all experience the cycle of a tree’s life – This project is helping them 
to engage with nature, and understand why trees are so vital to humans.

So far this term our pupils have learnt how to: - identify different trees - recognise native species - collect and learn different 
methods used to germinate native tree seeds - nurture seeds and saplings until they are tall enough to plan. As well as the 
learning horticultural skills, our pupils (and staff) will continue to learn in nature and contributing to our local environment.

We are incredibly proud that we are helping our pupils to engage with our local community and nature and  will continue to 
ensure that they understand why trees are so vital to humans, in that not only do trees capture carbon, breathe out oxygen, and 
provide habitats for many creatures, but they also reduce pollution, reduce flood risk, and make us feel great about where we
live. This is an experience that we will all remember for a long time.

After our whole school helped us collect acorns, we performed stratification and started planting.

The pupils have really loved planting seeds that they gathered themselves, instead of shop bought seeds. As well as this 
wonderful project, our pupils have been gathering fallen autumn leaves, to make compost, preparing our raised beds for winter, 
litter picking the school grounds and making plans for future planting.



Football Training Day

Pupils from KS3-5 were lucky enough to be invited to a training day at the Brighton and Hove Albion training complex. The 20
million pound facility, with state of the art equipment allowed pupils to practice and develop their skills within football. It was a
brilliant day to see how pupils interacted well with other schools, took part in competitions and experienced the training ground.
We were coached by Brighton and Hove Albion coaches with a range of different training drills and were able to play close to the
first team. Pupils fedback that the experience had been brilliant and they enjoyed taking part in the event. Well done everyone
who took part and represented our school well!

The Bright Foundation Puppet Show

13 pupils from K2S and Year 7 had the opportunity to go on an exciting trip to the Barn Theatre and Museum during the last week 
of term. Upon arriving, the pupils were treated to a puppet show featuring a whole host of interesting, insect characters 
communicating using a special language. The show was inspired by the book 'Du Is Tak?' and we were all amazed by how easy it 
was to understand a completely different language when accompanied by actions and sound effects. 

Following this, they were able to take part in an imagination driven workshop where each pupil designed and made their own 
insect puppet using a colourful ping pong ball and array of craft supplies. We had unique, magical bees, snails and butterflies 
galore. The theatre was only part of the day and after lunch, we were lucky enough to have a tour of the museum and get up close
to antique puppets and toys. There were rod and Shadow puppets from Indonesia, a 7ft dolls house and model train set to name a 
few. Everyone had a fantastic, enriching day full of new experiences and knowledge. When asked if they'd like to go back, it was a 
resounding 'YES!' from everyone.



Therapy

In KS2 Pupils have been using listening games to develop their skills. They have also worked on core play skills such as turn taking 

and sharing. Other pupils have been thinking about their appearance and working on their ability to recognise and express 

preferences. They have thought about their strengths and areas they need to work on. They have also developed their ability to give 

compliments. Other pupils have been working on their ability to identify key body parts and have thought about how we adapt our

clothes depending on the weather. Pupils have also been participating in daily sensory circuits in the mornings to get them ready for 

learning. Activities are rotated. These include 'alerting' activities such as using the trampette and doing jumping jacks, 'organising' 

activities such as hands, knees and toes or stepping stones with bean bags, and 'calming' activities such as wall push ups and 

weighted blankets. In 'Jump ahead' sessions pupils have completed activities linked to body awareness, balance, visual tracking and 

basic fine motor and planning skills.

In KS3 pupils have been working on self-awareness - becoming more aware of their physical appearance, likes/dislikes and things

that make them experience different emotions (happy, sad, worried, angry). Pupils have 'interviewed' each other to gather information 

about their similarities and differences in these areas. Pupils have been also been celebrating what makes them special as an

individual. Other pupils have been developing their use of adjectives in description. They have also been considering their aspirations 

for the future. Another area of focus has been considering their 'inner critic' and 'inner coach' from the Zones of Regulation scheme in 

order to consider and change thought patterns. Our other class have been working on extending their ability to describe their

experience, and have moved on to describing qualities in themselves and others.

In KS4 pupils have focused is on expanding their vocabulary knowledge. They have developed their understanding and use of multiple 

meaning words, synonyms, antonyms, idioms and more, with the aim of supporting their overall narrative skills. Our older pupils have 

been focusing on the topic of consent. They have considered scenarios where you need to give consent and have thought about 

when this might be easy or difficult. As part of this process, they have thought about rules to keep themselves safe.

In KS5 pupils have been focusing on self-awareness and self-esteem. They have also carried out 'getting to know you' activities to 

increase their knowledge of new peers. They have used the Zones of Regulation as a regular way to check in on their wellbeing. They 

are familiar with the colours and what these represent. Other pupils in KS5 have been considering what they value or appreciate in 

others, and what their personal values are. They have thought about their own strengths and have identified how these help in daily 

life or to get through specific challenges. Pupils have identified what makes them feel bad or good. They have made plans around 

how to manage more difficult situations/feelings. As part of World Mental Health Day, they have thought about self-care activities 

and about how we can change thought patterns.

In signing pupils have worked on developing their signing skills linked to emotions. We have also voted on our Christmas signing 

song. In KS5 some of our pupils have also completed a short course on signing for the workplace.



Key Dates Term 2

Day Event 

Sunday 30th October 2022 Residential pupils return pm

Monday 31st October 2022 First Day of Term 2

Friday 4th November 2022 Virtual Author Event with Jeffrey Boakye– Year 10/11 and GCSE 
Pupils

Monday 14th – Friday 18th November 2022 Anti-Bullying Week

Monday 14th November 2022 Odd Socks Monday – Odd socks day marks the start of the national 
Anti Bullying Week; it celebrates what makes us all unique in Anti-
Bullying Week!  To show our support, we would like to invite all 
pupils to wear odd socks.

Friday 18th November 2022 Children In Need - Pupils and staff at St Mary’s are invited to wear 
mufti as a way of us showing our support for the nationwide 
Children in Need appeal. We would like to ask for a £1 donation 
towards this appeal.

Monday 21st November 2022 Individual School Photos

Week beginning 21st November 2022 Parents/Carers Evening

Thursday 8th December 2022 Christmas Jumper Day - Pupils and staff at St Mary’s are invited to 
wear their Christmas Jumpers as a way of us showing our support 
for the nationwide Save the Children appeal.  We would like to ask 
for a £1 donation towards this appeal.

Wednesday 14th December 2022 Christmas Dinner

Friday 16th December 2022 Last Day of Term 2

Monday 2nd January 2023 Residential pupils return pm

Tuesday 3rd January 2023 First Day of Term 3

School Council

At the start of this academic year, we have had another exciting 

round of School Council elections.  We have been impressed by the 

number of pupils putting themselves forward for election. Before 

the elections candidates talked to their class group about why they 

would be a good representative.  We then had a week of elections 

with pupils completing secret ballots to elect their class 

representative.  As part of our preparations and to support pupils to 

understand how democracy and voting work in everyday life we 

also welcomed the Mayor of Bexhill who talked to our pupils about 

his role and local democracy.  We particularly enjoyed seeing his 

ceremonial robes! 

We have also held our first School Council meeting and pupils have 

been presented with their School Council badges.  We are delighted 

that we have such an enthusiastic and committed group of pupils 

making up our Council this year.  We look forward to welcoming 

them back for our next School Council meeting on Friday 25th 

November.








